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Knox Academy
BGE Working from Home Resources

Always to choose kindness and create a respectful
environment where staff and pupils can inspire
each other to achieve their goals and become lifelong learners.
AMBITION | RESPECT | COMMUNITY
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It is disappointing but unavoidable that our classrooms are still empty, as we are all missing
the buzz around the school community. However, learning can take place in a variety of
places and in a multitude of ways. We don’t want anyone to feel they are falling behind with
their learning, and we are trying to put as much in place to support your learning as best as
we can. Remember, everything you are doing is playing a part in your learning journey – and
it is great to hear so many of you are learning to take on more responsibility around the
house- cooking, cleaning, ironing… Keep it up!
As you will be aware, Knox Academy teachers have been sharing resources and lessons
through GoogleClassrooms, and have been giving feedback in this way too. But we also
realise that not all tasks are appropriate to be done on line, and that many of you are
struggling to work on shared computers, or to get full access on line.
We have therefore put together a second series of tasks that can be done on paper without
the need for internet, building on the work that was sent home before schools shut down.
The work in this booklet is designed to offer a variety of skills and levels of difficulty so pick
what is right for you and go for it! If you require extra stationary (paper/ jotters etc), please
contact your Pupil Support Worker (Mr Meekison – Lammerlaw, Mrs Doig/ Miss McBride –
Traprain , Ms Adam -Garleton) in the first instance.
Choose an activity that grabs your attention, or do the same task as your friends and chat
about it or text each other ideas. Peer support will be important at this point in your lives
too. These tasks are designed to bridge from now until the summer holidays, which will
include over the change of timetable. These paper resources may be even more useful as we
set up and amend new classroom codes within Google and we will be in touch about this in
the coming weeks.
Regular updates will be posted on the school website, and learners should be accessing
GoogleClassroom for more specific tasks when they are able to do so. If you require support
with ICT we might still be able to help, so please get in touch with your pupil support teacher
who may be able to coordinate support.
We are also trying to provide resources such as jotters, paper and pencils to be at a variety of
collection points so please watch this space and we will be in touch with more details as soon
as this is finalised.
There are a lot of resources on television with the BBC running specific programmes for
learners both on television and radio. However, with so many resources out there it is
sometimes difficult to choose the most appropriate. Please dip in and out of work that
interests, inspires and brings positivity to your days. Reading, talking, playing games together
and your daily exercise will be a huge part of your working week until we meet again.
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English:
Personal Reading
Reading can be an incredibly rewarding hobby. Spending a few hours lost in a book is one of
the most enjoyable ways to relax. It will also help you to hone essential skills for life in and
after school.
Holiday Brochure
It’s nice to look forward to a time when we can all travel again! Produce a holiday brochure
for your favourite place. It doesn’t have to be exotic – it could even be Haddington!
Extension: Do some research about your family. Find out if anyone in your family is from/ has
travelled to somewhere interesting.
Create Your Own Superhero
Create a profile of your superhero and an illustration. Include important details such as
name, origin, powers, enemy, weakness…
Extension: Create a villain to be your superhero’s enemy.
Up For Debate
Choose a topic which interests you.
Try to choose a topic which can be debated e.g.; has 2 sides.
Make a list of all the arguments you can think of on each side. Now either:
a) Film/record a short talk to persuade the audience to agree with the side you support
OR (b) produce a piece of writing (around 500 words) clearly outlining the arguments on
both sides.
Favourite Song
Choose a favourite song and listen to it carefully a few times. Write a detailed essay
(minimum 400 words) including some of the following things:
 Your interpretation of the lyrics – what points do you think the lyricist was making?
 How well does the tune fit the lyrics?
 Does the rhythm play a big part in the song?
 What about volume and tone?
 What impact do choruses and riffs have?
 What’s the overall feeling of the song?
 What does it mean to you?
Copy out the alphabet:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Now find:
a.
a noun beginning with each letter
b.
a verb for each letter of the alphabet
c.
an adjective for each letter of the alphabet.
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Great Outdoors (your garden, your one exercise per day, etc.)
Spend some time outside (following the Governmental guidelines!). Focus on the 5
senses. What do you hear, see, smell, feel and taste? Write about this experience in any way
you wish e.g.: descriptive passage, short story, poem, personal experience piece, diary,
informative article…
Extension: Choose a book with an interesting setting and read it.
Film Character
Choose a character from a film you’ve watched and do a 400 word character analysis. This
involves writing about:
 Why you picked this particular character
 A brief outline of their role in the film
 Their character
 Their background
 Their interests
 Their motives
 Their personality
 How they are treated by others
 How they change and develop throughout the course of the film
Extension: Write a summary of an additional scene featuring your chosen character.
Invent a Country
Invent a country. Describe the setting, history, traditions, food, language and culture. Include
illustrations and a map of the country.
Extension: Write “A Day in the Life” of one of the countrymen.

FRENCH
The Present Tense
In French, an infinitive verb is an action word with one of the following endings:

-ER
jouer
aller
The present tense is used to express:
1. Current actions and situations
Example: I am tired.
2. Habitual/regular actions
Example: He goes to school every day.
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finir
choisir

-RE
vendre
apprendre
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3. Actions which will occur immediately
Example: He is leaving right away.

The French present tense has three different English equivalents. For example, je mange can mean
all of the following: I eat. // I am eating. // I do eat.
To put a verb in the present tense, follow these steps:
1. Take away the ER / IR / RE from the end of the word.
2. Add the new ending you see in the chart below:

ER
-e
-es
-e
-ons
-ez
-ent

je / j'
tu
il / elle
nous
vous
ils / elles

IR
-is
-is
-it
-issons
-issez
-issent

RE
-s
-s
-ons
-ez
-ent

For example…

JOUER
(to play)
joue
joues
joue
jouons
jouez
jouent

PRONOUN
je / j'
tu
il / elle
nous
vous
ils / elles

I
You (single)
He / She
We
You (plural)
They

FINIR
(to finish)
finis
finis
finit
finissons
finissez
finissent

TASK 1: Match the pronouns on the left to the correct conjugated verb on the right.

je
tu
elle
nous
vous
ils
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trouvez
cherche
attendons
choisissent
perd
chantes

VENDRE
(to sell)
vends
vends
vend
vendons
vendez
vendent
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TASK 2: Put the following verbs into the present tense. Remember, remove the ER/IR/RE and then
add the new ending depending on which person is doing the action. The first one is done as an
example.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Je + regarder = Je regarde
Tu + choisir =
Il + manger =
Elle + aimer =
Nous + établir =
Vous + arriver =
Ils + répondre =
Elles + réussir =
Je + donner =
Nous + remplir =

TASK 3: Fill in the blanks with one of the pronouns  je / tu / il / elle / nous / vous / ils / elles.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

jouons au tennis pendant le weekend.
restent à la maison cette année.
mangez à quelle heure ?
Qu’est-ce que
penses?
Ma sœur est dans la cuisine et
aide maman.
J’ai une souris, et
s’appelle Mimi.
me couche à 10 heures.
Jack et Ryan,
adorent faire du ski.

TASK 4: Translate the following sentences from French to English.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jason regarde la télé avec son frère.
Ma mère travaille dans un collège comme professeur de biologie.
Nous dansons la salsa les vendredis soirs.
Ma sœur Rachel déteste le brocoli.
Mélanie porte un tee-shirt rouge et une jupe noire.

TASK 5: Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it. Rewrite the sentence in French with the
correction.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Je jouons au tennis tous les samedis matins.
Ellie adorez son petit chien Oreo.
Nous visitent le château aujourd-hui.
Elles voyages en France chaque été.
Tu ne vendez pas ton vélo?
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Maths: Please keep the numeracy skills up to date by playing board games and card games.
Theme Park Designer
You work for a company who design and build theme parks.
Your latest commission is a rectangular plot 100m by 250m.
You have a maximum budget of £ 2 000 000.
250m
100m

Theme Park plot

When designing a theme park there are various things you need to consider:
 The number of rides and the area they take up. Find a balance between both large and small
rides in order to cater for the largest market, whilst also creating an exciting experience to
entice customers.
 The shape of the ride’s footprint. The minimum width of any side
is 10m.
 Making sure the rides fit within the given area.
 10% of the plot must be left for walkways and other communal
areas.
 The number of visitors to the theme park.
 There are food stalls/restaurant and toilets for customers.
 The Theme Park makes a profit after it’s built.
Examples of ride foot prints.
60m
A = 50 x 50
= 2500m2

50m
50m

30m

A1
20m A2
35m

A1 = 60 x 30 = 1800m2
A2 = 20 x 35 = 700m2
Atot = 2500m2

Building Information.
Rides and Utilities

Minimum area required

Big ride
Medium ride
Small ride
Arcade

2500m2
1800m2
1200m2
400m2

Cost to build
(in £1000)
250
150
110
100

Food restaurant
Food stall

400m2
100m2

100
20

Toilet block (per 7 000 visitors)

100m2

100

Using square paper (1 square = 10m by 10m = 100m2) would be a good way to design your layout.
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Theme Park visitor numbers.
To estimate the number of visitors per week to the park we use the following point system:
Points

Number of points

5
3
2
1

0 to 14
15 to 20
21 plus

Big ride
Medium ride
Small ride
Arcade

Number of visitors
per week
5 000
10 000
15 000

Theme Park running costs and Earnings
Rides and Utilities

Big ride
Medium ride
Small ride
Arcade

Maintenance/Staff Costs
per ride
(in £ 1000)
3.5
2.7
1
3

Ride earnings per 5000
visitors
(in £ 1000)
7
5.8
3.2
4.5

Food restraint
Food stall

5
1

10
2

0.8

---

Toilet block (per 7 000 visitors)
Design Jobs

1. Design and make a scaled drawing of your proposed Theme Park.
2. make a list of rides and utilities areas and costs (make sure its within £ 2 000 000 budget).
Ride/Utility

Total Area
Required

Number built

Build Costs

Totals
3. Calculate the parks number of points and number of visitors.
4. Make a list of running costs and earnings to calculate Theme parks profit.
Ride/Utility

Number

Ride Costs

Total ride costs

Totals Total costs
Profit of Theme Park = Total income – Total costs
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Drama:
Drama is about relationships with others. Becoming a believable performer involves the ability to
build our belief in the person we are playing, to understand their thoughts, feelings, likes and
dislikes. Here are some top tips to improve your Creating and Presenting skills in DramaResearch and Observation
Think of a character from real life that you admire, like a grandparent or a fictional character from a
film or tv that you like and know well. Write down all the things you know about that character.
Think about an object (prop) that they might use and find an object like it.
What might that character wear? Can you create a costume design for the character on paper?
Study that character’s posture and gestures. How do they speak? Do they use an accent? Loud or
quiet volume? Fast or slow pace? What about their facial expression and gestures? Watch or read
about the character all you can.
Deepening Understanding & Building Belief
As your character, write a letter to someone they know
Write a shopping list they might have
Write a thank you note to a person they are grateful to
Write a diary extract as if you were that character, from a day something eventful happened to that
character
Performing and Evaluating
Prepare to Hotseat your character, this is a task that asks you to sustain your role (no laughing as
yourself!). Find the prop and piece of costume you have identified as belonging to the character and
use it in your hotseat.
Ask a person at home to prepare five questions to ask you in role, as if you were that character, you
must not know what these questions are
As that character, sit apart from the interviewer and respond to the questions in role, using your
character’s voice and movement. How might THEY respond to these questions? Remember, don’t
answer as yourself!
Additional Challenge: Ask the interviewer, or another person, to record the short hotseat interview
on a phone or tablet. Review your performance video after five questions; did you perform as if you
were that person? Was your performance of that character believable? What feedback did the
interviewer give you to improve your performance in character?
You could repeat this process to build a range of acting skills, to play a range of different characters!
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Art:
The art displays around the community are bringing joy to people as they walk about on their
daily exercise. From rainbows in windows to painted stones, there are lots of ideas out there
for you to share your skills and to relax as you do something with the resources you have
around you. Have a try at displaying something from a window or some natural art using the
leaves, sticks, stones in your garden.

CDT:
Architecture Challenge
Design a house of the future that is as environmentally friendly as possible.
Items you will need: A Pencil, a Compass (or a circular object eg a glass), a Ruler and some Coloured
pencils.
Your design may include;
Solar panels to help produce your own electricity. Large triple glazed windows to allow in lots of
natural light but also keep in the heat. · Lots of insulation in the walls and roof to keep in the heat. ·
A rain water collection system so that water can be recycled. · A wind turbine to generate electricity.
Make sure that you label all the environmental features of your design.
Your design will be marked on the quality of ideas, how well you use equipment (coloured pencils
and use of a ruler) and the quality of presentation. Remember to press lightly when you draw and
take pride in your work. Share a picture of your work with the class if you can.

Graphic Design Challenge
Items you will need: A Pencil, a Compass (or a circular object eg a glass), a Ruler and some Coloured
pencils.
Warm Up: check three pieces of clothing labels and redraw at least 6 different symbols eg ironing
symbols, temp. symbols. Thus will get you ready for Task 2 and 3.
Design a collection of signs listed below. (challenge level = easy)
Think about; use Pictogram designs (simple shapes) simple colours, they must be visible from a car
that is travelling fast, make the shapes very simple so easily understood.
(a) Draw a no entry sign. (b) Speed limit 60 (c) Pedestrian crossing (d) Not allowed to overtake (e)
No entry for bus (f) No parking (g) Roundabout (h) Turn left (i) Restricted area
Design suitable signs using pictograms for the following purposes. Indicate also the best location for
placing or fixing the sign. You may use colour or shading to improve the visual effect of the symbols.
(challenge level = medium)
1. To direct people to the school design and technology workshop. 2. To show where first aid
equipment is located. 3. To warn motorists that there are roadworks ahead. 4. To place litter in the
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bin provided. 5. To show where a picnic area is located in a park. 6. To indicate dumping is
prohibited. 7. To shake the bottle before using. 8. To take one spoonful three times a day. 9. To warn
motorists that this bridge will not take loads exceeding 20 tons. 10. To inform the public that this bus
has sitting accommodation for 35 passengers only. 11. To keep away from the reach of children 12.
To warn the public about the risk of drowning in this region. 13. To inform that children are not
admitted 14. To show that dogs are not allowed in this region

Product Analysis
Select a kitchen product from
your house a kettle, food
mixer, mug, sauce pan).
Sketch the product in 2D or
3D. Identify what materials
have been used in the
product, justify your choice of
material and label your sketch
with this information.
Hints: cold materials tend be
metals, lighter and coloured
materials tend to be plastics.

Product Analysis
Select a plastic product from
your bathroom (toothpaste,
tooth brush, nail brush).
Sketch the product in 2D or
3D. Identify what plastics
have been used in the
product, explain why the
materials have been used by
the designer and label your
sketch with this information.
Hints: if it floats it’s
polypropylene, if it his very
hard and strong it’s ABS. If
it’s thin and flexible it’s
Polyethylene.

Logo Design
Using the base logo below,
adapt it to design logos for
different subjects at Knox.

Desk tidy
Design and Make
using recycled; bottles,
cartons, boxes, packaging
create a desk tidy for your
pencils and equipment. Add
an angled base to support
your phone at the right the
angle for viewing.

How To Design
Layout a ‘how to booklet’ or
design explaining how to
create something eg a pizza,
use an app. Think about
including: pictures, diagrams,
simple text explaining steps.

Magazine/Website Cover
Re-design the cover of your
favourite magazine or website
front page. Think about how
you can have an image ‘the
focus’ eg a Pizza if it’s
Dominoes Pizza. Add
‘persuasive text’ as a slogan
for your design.

Kite Making
If you have: thin rods, sticks,
polybag and rubber bands or
string and most importantly a
garden, try making a kite. Try
different designs until you
make the best design. Hints:
cellophane or thin polybag
material is good. A triangular
shape will be rigid and strong.

Up-Cycled Rocket/Plane
Design and make a toy plane
or rocket using only recycled
materials. Test your design
and make appropriate
modifications. Measure the
distance it flys.
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yellow.
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Science
Chemistry
Make a poster/name tag for each person in your house with their name made out of
as many element symbols as possible: for example Alexander:

Make your own pH indicator - *adult permission and supervision required*
Boil some water in a pan. Then add some fruit or veg (beetroot/ onion skins/
blueberries/ red cabbage/ plum/ red grapes) to the pan in small pieces. Stir
occasionally and leave for about 5 mins. Once the water has a slight colour change
turn off the heat and allow to cool. Once cool, this can be used to test the pH of
household substances like toothpaste, orange juice, water, salty water, washing up
liquid. Record your results and try to work out which colours represent which pH with
the indicator you have made. If you made more than one indicator, which one was
better and why?

Space
Create Your Own Space Adventure Story
You get to be the author of your very own adventure story. Maybe you will take a trip
to a black hole or discover a far-off planet deep in the outer reaches of our galaxy.
Maybe you will stay on Earth and watch mysterious bright lights or take a trip to a
slimy beach. It’s all up to you!
Bending Light
Go round the house and list everything that has a lens in it that causes refraction (bends
light) e.g glasses or a camera. Produce a table that lists each object together with what it
does and how many of each you find.
Bending light (Refraction) Experiment
1- Draw two arrows pointing to the right on a piece of paper, place the paper (propped up)
behind the empty glass

2- Fill the beaker with water. Watch at ‘beaker level’ what happens to the arrows once the
beaker is filled with water. Try and explain what is happening. HINT. What is the water doing
to the light coming from the arrows?
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Engineering Task
All you will need for this is a bag of marshmallows and some dry spaghetti! You can turn it
into a competition with members of your household! You can also time it!
The task is simply to build the tallest tower you can with marshmallows and spaghetti.
Try and think about how to make it a fair challenge, each person should get the same
amount of materials.
Also think about what makes a good ‘structure’. Towers are tall but they also have to be
strong! Your family members might build a taller structure than you but can it support a
weight. You could use a small object to place on top of it to test this!

Electricity
Go round the house and list everything that uses electricity to work. Next to each item state
which energy electricity is changed into when it works.
Choose a day and write a diary entry for what you did that day. State everything you did that
required electricity. Rewrite this to explain what you would have done if electricity had never
been invented.
You are an electron carrying energy from the socket through the appliance of your choice. It
could be a kettle, TV, computer etc. Write a story or poem that describes your journey.

Biology
The Effect of Exercise on Breathing Rate
Carry out an experiment to look at the effects of exercise on breathing rate.
Count the number of breaths you take in 1 minute while resting. Then exercise for 5
minutes. After exercise count how many breaths you took in 1 minute. Repeat the
experiment after your breathing rate has returned to normal and calculate an
average of your results. Draw a bar graph of your results (if you don’t have graph
paper, do the best scale you can manage).
Setting up Pitfall traps
Why not sample the type of insects which live in your garden or community by
setting up a pitfall trap. You will need a plastic cup (pierce some holes in the bottom)
and some leaves for camouflage. Dig a deep enough hole in the ground so that your
cup sits neatly in the ground. Cover the top with some leaves and leave it overnight.
Check it daily and note down any insects which you may have. Release these and
set it up again. Continue to do this for a week. Do you have high insect Biodiversity
(a range of insects) or do you have many of the same type?
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Planting seeds
There is something magical about watching seeds grow into plants. Grab some
compost and plant some seeds. Seeds which grow well just now include carrots,
beetroots, tomatoes, strawberries, raspberries, blueberries and a variety of
flowers. You can track the growth of your seedlings by measuring their
length. Seeds need WATER, OXYGEN and WARMTH to grow. If you provide these
3 things, you will see your seeds germinate ( their seed coat breaks).and grow into
plants. Water them every couple of days.
Choice chambers
Collect 10 woodlice and pop them in a large tub. Leave them for 5 minutes to
acclimatise. Cover half the tub with paper and leave the other half open to the
light. Count how many woodlice are on the light side, every minute for 10 minutes.
What side do you find most of them on? Can you think of why this would help them
survive?
Environmental Science
Measure an outdoor variable, such as temperature, at the same
time of day for a week or at 7 different times during the same day.
Show your results as a graph (if you don’t have graph paper, do the best scale you
can manag
How much rubbish does your household produce each week?
Weigh it using bathroom scales (if you have some). What rubbish do you recycle?
What rubbish could be recycled that is not. Display your results in a poster.
Experiment- Making Fabric Dyes from Dandelions- Get an adults permission and
someone at home to help you!
1. On your daily walk go out and collect some Dandelions, aim for around 20.
2. Place a small amount of boiling water over the Dandelions (just enough to
cover them) and boil for around 10 minutes, Careful not to boil the pan dry
(this part you will probably need adult help and permission)
3. Place a white piece of cloth in the water and continue to simmer for around
another 5- 10 minutes.
4. Voila! It’s not the brightest yellow but you should have made you own fabric
dye from Dandelions, a natural resource!
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Biology - Backyard Safari
What animals are in and around your garden or open space near your house? (Make
sure you have permission from someone at home if you are going anywhere that’s
not your garden).
Remember that there is a huge range of different animals - mammals, birds,
insects. Why not try to record how many different types of animals that you can see
or find in a set area for a set length of time each day or every 2 days or every week.
You might decide to pick just one type of animal and choose to monitor them - e.g.
decide to count the number of different birds that visit your chosen area at your
chosen time *
If you don’t know the name of a type of bird (or whatever animal you decide to
study), can you make notes about what it looks like with a sketch to look it up later?
Before long you might notice changes in the numbers of animals that visit your
chosen area or new types of animals visiting or even animals that have only ever
visited once.
You could record your observations in a diary form - a list of animals seen on each
day or perhaps in more detail - how many of each animal you saw, what they were
doing, were they alone or in a group, what was the weather like.
(*Optional extension task - if you chose to count birds and kept an accurate record
you could add them to a real citizen science project online when that’s possible - the
British Trust for Ornithology’s Big Garden Birdwatch would welcome your findings).
Biology - Backyard Botanical study
If the study of animals is not your thing, if you’re grossed-out by thinking of studying
creepy-crawlies or if simply the insects, birds and butterflies move too quickly for you
to identify them then you might choose to follow the same suggestions as for
Backyard Safari above but for plants instead!
(Make sure you have permission from someone at home if you are going anywhere
that’s not your garden).
You could count the number of each type of plant that you see in your chosen
area. If there’s ones you can’t identify the plants, make a note of what they look like
with a sketch so you can look them up later.
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Business:

WORD PUZZLE
Complete the paragraph below by finding the letter to correspond with each number. Under each letter A-Z, allocate
the correct number. Hint: allocate the numbers for the word business first (it is in the paragraph more than once!).
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Task 2: NAME THE BUSINESS
Create a directory (list) of businesses A to Z. One entry for
each letter, if you can. For each business you must include
the following:
●
●
●
●
●

Name
Location
What they offer (goods/services)
Sector of Industry (Primary, Secondary, Tertiary)
Sector of the Economy (Private, Public, Third)

Task 3: TV ADVERTS
Take some time out and watch some TV, remember BBC have lots of educational programmes on at the moment.
“videos, quizzes, podcasts and articles will appear on BBC Bitesize Daily via the BBC iPlayer, red button, BBC Four and
BBC Sounds.”

a) Why will watching the BBC not help you answer this task?
b) Watch a variety of TV adverts at different times of the day. Make a table on paper which shows the
company/organisation, description of the advert and decide if it was an informative or persuasive or a brief
reminder advert.
c) Choose a few of your favourite adverts. Write a few sentences to describe the action if you couldn’t see
the picture. Why was the advert effective?

Task 4: BUSINESS PITCH
You have a chance to be given a £500 investment in a new business idea.
Prepare a “Pitch” to persuade your investor to give you the money. Things to include:

★
★
★
★
★
★
★

What the Product (or Service) is you will be providing. Justify
Who is your target market (customers) Justify
Where you will be located Justify
How much it will cost to make your product/provide your service Justify
How much you will charge for your product/service Justify
What staff you will require Justify
What you will do with the profits (keep for yourself, reinvest into business, give to good cause, etc) Justify
Justify means to give reasons for your choice.
After you have given your pitch to an adult in your home, ask for feedback:

●
●

Would they invest in your business idea?
Why?
Take notes about their response.
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Task 5: CHAIN OF PRODUCTION
Chain of production is the order of how things are made
from growing/gathering the raw materials (ingredient)
through manufacturing (making) to selling. See the example
for a wooden table.

Draw a chain of production for a product of your choice.

Some ideas might be: packet of crisps; knitted woollen hat;
frozen fish fingers; birthday card

NOTE on SECTORS OF INDUSTRY
PRIMARY sector of industry are those that are concerned with using natural resources such as farming, oil drilling, mining,
fishing, and forestry. Eg growing products or extracting resources from the ground.
SECONDARY sector of industry are concerned with the making of products. Manufacturing businesses can take the raw
materials from other industries in the primary sector and convert them into different products. For example Kellogg’s will
purchase crops from farmers to manufacture breakfast cereal, in their factory.
TERTIARY sector do not produce a product. They are concerned with providing services like retail shops, banking, tourism,
beauticians, hairdressers, fitness centres and entertainment like film and TV.

Task 6: DESIGN A BRAND
A Business Logo is an important icon that makes the company easily recognisable. It
will be displayed on all products and be used as an advertising tool.

Imagine you are creating a new business and you have to design your logo. Some business ideas could be: a dog
grooming parlour, a cake shop, a personal trainer, mobile car repairs, or anything you can think of.

Describe your business idea and name then draw your logo. Explain your choice of colours and design.
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Task 7a: BRANDS IN THE REAL WORLD
Take some time to think about all the companies that you know about, you will have done this previously in the A-Z
task above.

Can you work out the companies from the clues given in the Crosswords?
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Task 7b: DESIGN A BRAND
Some more companies to work out from the clues...

Next task below…
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Ethical Business
What do we mean by “Business Ethics?”
Businesses can choose to work in a way that profits only the owners or in ways that benefit the communities they
serve and work in. Working ethically means acting in ways that are both fair and honest.

What is ethical behaviour?
A big business has a lot of power, which it can either use responsibly or selfishly. Many firms operate to meet the
needs of owners. Ethical firms also carefully consider the implications of what they are doing and the effect it might
have on the community and the environment.
Ethics is about doing the right thing. Ethical behaviour requires firms to act in ways that stakeholders (anyone who has
an interest in the business such as staff, owners, government) consider to be both fair and honest. Managers making
ethical decisions take into account:
·

Impact: who does my decision affect or harm?

·

Fairness: will my decision be considered fair by those affected? © BBC Bitesize
Business ethics ensures a certain amount trust between the customer (you) and the business you buy products from.

TASK 8: WHAT IS BUSINESS ETHICS?
Write a sentence describing “Business Ethics” in your own words, but using the information above. (2 marks

TASK 9: MATCH THE SPEECH BUBBLES
Correctly copy the sentences below into the table showing examples of business being ethical
or unethical.
Not using sweatshops in developing countries (A)
Keeping pollution to a minimum e.g. using renewable energy (B)
Producing goods that contain a lot of plastic packaging (C)
Not respecting workers’ rights e.g. hours worked (D)
Testing products on animals (E)
Companies not paying their fair share of tax (F)
Donating money to charity or local community (G)
Giving suppliers a fair price for their raw materials (H)
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TASK 10: ETHICAL OR NOT

Copy the statements and indicate whether they are examples of business acting

ethically or unethically?
Statement

Ethical/unethical

A sports manufacturer producing goods in developing countries to take advantage of lower
wages and child labour.
A retail organisation reducing the amount of plastic used in its products.
An organisation donating money to local projects e.g. a new play park
A well-known coffee shop not paying its fair share in tax
A well-known national supermarket not paying a fair price for milk from their suppliers
A major restaurant chain paying above the living wage to their employee’s

TASK 11: ENTERPRISE CASE STUDY Read the case study and answer the questions.

1. Identify a rival business which could be competing for customers with Greggs. (1)
2. Explain how Greggs could adapt the 4 elements of the marketing mix to win customers from
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its rivals. The first one has been completed for you as an example. (3)
Product: introduce new products that the competition do not sell so that customers will come
to Greggs instead of competitor
Price:
Place:
Promotion:
3. Identify an appropriate method of primary (field) research and secondary (desk) research that
Greggs could use to gather market research. (2)
4. Describe the methods of research you have identified above. (2)

TASK 12: ENTERPRISE CASE STUDY Read the case study and answer the questions.

1. From the case study, identify one way Oatems are being environmentally friendly. (1)
2. The entrepreneurs will complete a Business Plan when starting up. Describe 2 pieces of information that might be
included in a Business Plan.(2)
3. One way for a business to measure success is the number of customers. Can you suggest 2 other ways of measuring
success? (2)
4. Clara and Ginny use organic ingredients in their porridge. Suggest 2 ways of improving the product. (2)
5. From the Cash Budget below, identify the most successful month. Justify your answer. (1)
6. Identify one possible problem Oatems has as shown in the cash budget. (1)
7. Describe how Oatems could overcome this problem identified in Q6. (1)
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TASK 13: CHUPPA CHUPS CASE STUDY
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TASK 14: BOBBY’S CASE STUDY
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History:

Time Capsule
See if you can find an old shoe box or an empty (clean!) plastic
container; make sure the box you use has a lid. Decorate the box as
you wish but make sure your name and the date is displayed on the lid make it stand out.
Now try to imagine somebody a hundred years from now (that would be
2120) finding your Time Capsule Box and opening it up. What are they
going to find in your box that gives them an insight into your life and the
times that you are living in? What could you put in your Time Capsule
Box that shows what life in Haddington was like in 2020?
You might want to put in a letter from yourself to that future
historian. You could put in magazine or newspaper articles with some
comments from yourself about the stories. I doubt you’d want to put in
your phone! But you could put in some photographs of the technology
that you use. There might be objects that you want to put in like coins or
an expired I.D. card. Maybe you could include your favourite recipe.
Once you’ve decided what goes in your Time Capsule you can take a
photograph of the contents. If you do have access you can post the
photo on your Google Classroom. If not, keep the photo for when school
opens, and if you can’t get a photo of the Time Capsule make a list of
the items you included.
Now the tricky part! Where can you hide your Time Capsule where it
won’t be found easily? First off, make sure your Time Capsule is sealed
and waterproof. If you’ve used a cardboard box wrap it in a plastic bag
and seal up all the edges. (Now would be a good time to say don’t put
anything live or fresh in your Time Capsule!). If you have a garden that
would be a good place to hide your Time Capsule (try not to dig up your
folks’ prized flowers in the process!). If you are hiding it in the house stay away from any pipes or electrics and get your folks’ permission (and
possible help) if you want to use a loft or attic.
When you are done - Congratulations; you’ve just collected a heap of
primary sources and potentially given someone far in the future a little
glimpse of life in the early 21st Century!
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Make a Model Castle
Raid the recycling for the inner
tubes of toilet and kitchen rolls,
cereal and egg boxes and any
butter, yoghurt or similar plastic
containers. Wash and dry all the
plastics.
Your activity is to design and build
a medieval castle.
Where are these elements in/on the castle and what did they do? Why
were they important?

CRENELLATIONS TURRET PORTCULLIS WATERWELL NARROW
WINDOWS

Quilt Blocks
Use the template below to cut out hexagons of paper or material. On
each hexagon write out a historical date and an event that happened in
that year. Put the blocks together to form a chronological timeline from
earliest to most recent either vertically or horizontally. Photograph your
timeline and share online or in school.
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Hieroglyphs
1. Below is an Ancient Egyptian Alphabetical Chart. Use the chart to
write out simple words and phrases such as family names, street
names, music groups, cars, foods etc. Which one is your
favourite? Choose that one and turn it into a decorated poster in a
cartouche style. The cartouche was a name, usually drawn
vertically in a rounded oval
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(Be careful with V and W - the W has a wider beak and a bigger
wing - and K and X - the X is a darker shade of green in the
weaving)
2.
The Ancient Egyptians did not have mobile phones or
televisions. Write out a shortish sentence about the technology we have
today. Create hieroglyphical symbols for the technology you
mention. Try to be creative rather than just drawing the item, for

example: Mobile Phone

History Documentaries and did they get it right?
Look out for various History documentaries and films on various TV
channels, especially ‘More 4’, PBS and ‘Yesterday’. If you are watching
a film set in a different time period is there anything that the filmmakers
got wrong either with the story itself or the sets/costumes for the time
period? For example, some of you might have watched ‘Raiders of the
Lost Ark’ which is set in 1936. Early on in the film there is an old
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fashioned drawn map with a moving red line to represent the journey
that Indiana Jones takes. One of the countries mentioned on the map is
‘Thailand’, but Thailand did not exist as a country until 1939! Don’t even
get me started on ‘Braveheart’!
In the opening scenes of the film Gladiator, set during the Ancient
Roman Empire 2000 years ago there is a German Shepherd
dog. Unfortunately the German Shepherd breed didn’t exist until the
1800s. Whoops!
See if you can find out what the term for these historical mistakes (other
than ‘silly sausage’) is.
Make your own Historical Mistake or A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ m.
Draw a poster of a historical scene, but put something modern that
should not and could not be there. For example Queen Victoria,
listening to an ipod while skateboarding.
Or the other way round, draw a modern scene with something historical
that should not and could not be there. For example a dinosaur in
Tesco’s car park.
Have fun learning about History! And take this opportunity to choose
which parts of History you want to study - it’s my choice when we get
back to school!!!
Modern Studies:
HUMAN RIGHT: HOW IMPORTANT ARE THEY TO YOU

What are Human Rights?
I will be able to:
 Describe what Human Rights are
 Explain the reasons why we have Human Rights
Think about what your think Human Rights are and write them down in your jotter?

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948
In 1945, after the horrors of World War II, an international organization was established, the United
Nations. It was dedicated to maintaining peace and security and to solving humanitarian problems.
So in 1948, they developed a code of conduct for the protection of basic human rights to be used
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across the world. This was called the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It is not legally binding,
but its content has been incorporated into the laws of many countries and it has become a standard
measure of human rights across the world.
*Right – a justified claim or entitlement, or the freedom to do something.*
Human Rights are rights to which every human being should be entitled to. The United Nations (UN)
has agreed a list of human rights. Nearly every country in the world is a member of the UN.

Here is a loooong list of all of our human rights... Did you guess any of them?
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
1. We are all free and equal. We are all born free. We all have our own thoughts and ideas. We
should all be treated in the same way.
2. We all have the same right to use the law. I am a person just like you!
3. The right not to be tortured. Nobody has any right to hurt us.
4. No slavery – past and present. Nobody has any right to make us a slave. We cannot make
anyone our slave.
5. The right to life. We all have the right to life, and to live in freedom and safety.
6. The right not to be discriminated against. These rights belong to everybody.
7. We are all protected by the law. The law is the same for everyone. It must treat us all fairly.
8. The right to privacy. Nobody should try to harm our good name. Nobody has the right to
come into our home, open our letters or bother us or our family without a good reason.
9. Innocent until proven guilty. Nobody should be blamed for doing something until it is
proven. When people say we did a bad thing we have the right to show it is not true.
10. The right to trial. If we are put on trial this should be in public. The people who try us should
not let anyone tell them what to do.
11. Not to be unfairly detained. Nobody has the right to put us in prison without a good reason
and keep us there, or to send us away from our country.
12. Fair treatment by fair courts. We can all ask for the law to help us when we are not treated
fairly.
13. Freedom to move. We all have the right to go where we want in our own country and to
travel as we wish.
14. Freedom of thought. We all have the right to believe in what we want to believe, to have a
religion, or to change it if we want.
15. Your own things. Everyone has the right to own things or share them. Nobody should take
our things from us without a good reason.
16. Marriage and family. Every grown-up has the right to marry and have a family if they want
to. Men and women have the same rights when they are married, and when they are
separated.
17. The right to a nationality. We all have the right to belong to a country.
18. The right to asylum. If we are frightened of being badly treated in our own country, we all
have the right to run away to another country to be safe.
19. Free to say what you want. We all have the right to make up our own minds, to think what
we like, to say what we think, and to share our ideas with other people.
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20. Meet where you like. We all have the right to meet our friends and to work together in
peace to defend our rights. Nobody can make us join a group if we don’t want to.
21. The right to democracy. We all have the right to take part in the government of our country.
Every grown-up should be allowed to choose their own leaders.
22. The right to social security. We all have the right to affordable housing, medicine, education,
and child care, enough money to live on and medical help if we are ill or old.
23. Workers’ rights. Every grown-up has the right to do a job, to a fair wage for their work, and
to join a trade union.
24. The right to play. We all have the right to rest from work and to relax.
25. A bed and some food. We all have the right to a good life. Mothers and children, people who
are old, unemployed or disabled, and all people have the right to be cared for.
26. The right to education. Education is a right. Primary school should be free. We should learn
about the United Nations and how to get on with others. Our parents can choose what we
learn.
27. Culture and copyright. Copyright is a special law that protects one’s own artistic creations
and writings; others cannot make copies without permission. We all have the right to our
own way of life and to enjoy the good things that “art,” science and learning bring.
28. A free and fair world. There must be proper order so we can all enjoy rights and freedoms in
our own country and all over the world.
29. Our responsibilities. We have a duty to other people, and we should protect their rights and
freedoms.
30. Nobody can take away these rights and freedoms from us.

Next step
I will be able to:
 Evaluate what I think is the most important right
 Analyse all the different rights

Your task is to now put the human rights in order of which ones you think are most important
Tip: Make it personal to you, not which ones you think other people would say are important, but
which ones you think are important
You will use a diamond structure to put those you think are the most important at the top, and those
you think are the least important towards the bottom.
You can only leave out 2 rights that you don’t want in your pyramid
SEE NEXT PAGE...

Once you have filled in your pyramid, answer the questions on the page after...
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Which human right did you think was the most important? Explain your reasons why.
Explain why you one of your rights were:
a) Absolutely necessary
b) Desired
c) Unnecessary
Now, ask someone else if they agree with your pyramid and debate the importance of your
absolutely necessary(the one at the very top of your pyramid) right by giving good reasons to back
up your argument.
You can email your pyramid and answers to Mr Miller amiller@edubuzz.org or you can show
someone else and see what they think.
Here is a picture of some of our human rights in action. How many Human Rights can you identify
from this picture:

FINAL QUESTION: Can you think of any human rights that you are not receiving due to the current
Coronavirus lockdown?
If you can, why might it be a good thing in this case that we are losing some of our rights?
Good luck!!
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